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ABSTRACT

Steady-state stability studies of a synchronous-reluctance machine

operated from a variable frequency voltage source are performed by linear-

izing the equations describing the behavior of the machine during srna11

perturbations about a steady-state operating point and then applying the

Nyquist stabi lity criterion.

An investigation of stability is nade from the results of a

digital computer study, and from experinents. Machine instability is

revealed to occur mainly at 1ow operating frequencies even though balanced,

constant amplitude voltages are applied to the stator terminals.
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CHAPTER i

INTRODUCTION

A. GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Synchronous-reluctance machines have been considered as constant

speed machines and their applications have been on constant frequency

systens. Modern controlled semiconductors and their use in inverters

have now nade possible the application of synchronous-reluctance

nachines in controlled variable speed drives. control of both speed

and direction of rotation of the machine has been made practical by

controlling the frequency and voltage, and phase sequence respectively.

As controlled <irives begin to be widely employed in industrial and

traction applications, analysis of machine stability over the frequency

range is needed.

In the stability analysis the behavior of the synchronous-reluct-

ance rnachine is described by the basic equations similar to those

employed in synchronous machine theory. Transformation to the d-q-0

axes fixed on the rotor is performed. The equations obtained by

allowing smal1 changes about a steady-state operating point are nonlineaï.

To reduce the complexity, these equations are linearized, and machine

stability is predicted applying the Nyquist stability crirerion for

various speeds and different system parameters. Experirnental tests

are performed and compared to the predicted results on the stability

of the machines.

It is shown that the machine stability is dependent on both

lll



the amplitude and frequency of the applied voltages, the system inertia,

and the electrical paraneters of the machine. Machine instability occurs

with balanced applied voltages which are independent of load currents.

Instability is therefore not due to an interaction between the machine

and the voltage source, and instability is forind to be inherent at 1ow

frequencies (machine speeds).

B. ALTERNATE APPROACHES

Stability analysis of electric machines has been traditionally

performed by analog computers. Attempts by the author to study the

steady-state stability of the synchronous-reluctance machines at

variable speeds were made using the analog computer. However, the

simulation requirements are not met due to the large number of multipliers

needed to simulate the approximately rectangular voltages fron the

inverter. If the supply voltages are assumed to be sinusoidal, analog

computer techniques would produce modes of machine stability very close

to those predicted by the digital computer program because the system

models are the same for both cases.

Other familiar techniques involved in the investigation of

nachine steady-state stability are the root locus nethod and Routh-

Hunr¡itz method. The root locus method is inconvenient because the

method requires immense work in plotting the root loci of a very high

order system (a minimum order of 4). The Routh-Hunvitz criterion gives

the same results as the Nyquist criterion, but the digital computer

program for the Nyquist criterion is rnore easily progralnmed and the

results more readily show the machine stability modes (See Chapter IV,

12l



Section (C)).

' Another method recently used by Lawrenson is the D-decomposition

.techniqu*[1]. This method also detects machine instability athigher

supply frequencies. However, machine tests performed by the author

of this thesis did not exhibit u¡rstable steady-state operation with

the chosen machine parameters and operating conditions at high

frequencies. Analyses of synchronous nachine stability have also been

nade employing phase space approach[2J, votterra series approa"n[3],

and Liapunov stability rpptou.h[4]. These methods are very effective

ín analyzing nonlinear systems, and in these analyses linearizatíon

of the equations describing the behavior of the machine is not used.

These methods can be extended to study the stability of synchronous-

reluctance machines. But in this thesis the analysis employing

Nyquist stability criterion also serves the same purpose as far as

steady-state stability is concerned, ffid the method is fairly sinple.

[3]



CHAPTER II

BASIC EQUATIONS

The generalized machine theory is employed to describe the tran-

sient and steady-state performance of an idealized synchronous-reluctance

nachine. In the development of this theory the following assumptions are

nade:

(1) Each stator winding is distributed so as to produce a sinu-

soidal MMF wave along the air gap.

(2) Irregularity.of the cylindrical magnetic structure of the

stator introduced by the presence of slots produce negligible

variations in the self-inductances of the rotor windings.

(3) Saturation of the magnetic circuit is neglected.

(4) Balanced sinusoidal voltages are supplied from a zero-imped-

ance soulce.

The idealized machine considered is a four-pole, three-phase

' synchronous-reluctance machine as shown in Figure 1. The analysis can

be extended to machines with any number of pole pairs. The amortisseur

windings are embedded in the rotor which is made cylindrical in shape.

The amortisseur rvindings are very useful in damping out oscillations in

Totor speed, and in providing the machine with a self-starting capability,

the torque for which is produced by induction.

(A) FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS

The appropriate voltage equation for each of the windings, with

the appropriate subscript, that is, as, bs, cs, qr, or dr, can be expressed

AS

l4l
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v=pÀ+ri

The flux linkages may be expressed as

(1)

L.L
AS AS DS AS CS A5

.L.Lasbs -bsbs -csbs

L-L
AS CS bS CS CS CS

.L.Lasdr -bsdr -csdr

L.dras

L..drtrs

L,
G]rCS

L.cror

LIo'* 
I

'o,o, 
l

'0"'I *

'o'o'i

to"o:JL. L L-asqr bsql csqr -drqr

(2)

By the assumptions h¡e have made the self-inductances of the rotor
circuits (dr and qr) are constalts, independent of 0r. Because of
the symmetry of the rotor, the stator self-incluctances and the rnutual

inductances bethleen stator rvindings are expïessecl. as a series of cosines

of even hannonics of angle 0.^ [7' pp' 10-12]. t{ith the sinusoidal

winding distribution onJ.y the first trùo term.s of each series are
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significant and othe:: terìrs of the series are

sinusoidal lrß{F is produced along the air gap

to-rotor rnutual inductances vary sinusoidal1y

equations describe the inductances which tcere

Stator se1 f-inductances :

as as

Lbrb,

L
CS CS

=1, +L -L"ls -s0 -sl cos (24 \'r'

Rotor self-inductances :

L. - L r r"drdl: '-1dr'"dr0

L =L" +L-qrqr lqr qro

Stator- to-stator mutual inductances :

= Ll, * Ls' - Lsl cos 2(0, 2¡r/3)

- Ll, * L=0 - Lsl cos 2(0, * 2t/3)

neglectecl. Because only

it is realized that stator-

rvith 0-^. The follorving
T

giver.r in (2) .

(3)

(4)

(s)

(6)

(7)

L
aSbS

L
as cs

- Lst

- Lr1

-L SI

(8)

(e)

(10)

-T-L. bSAS
cos 210 - tt /3\.T

cos 2(0, + tr/3)

cos 210 + ri).-r

I/2L ^' SU

r/2 Ls0=l

Lbr., = Lcsbs = - L/2Lso

Rotor-to-rotor mutual inductances :

L. -L -0.drqr qllcr

Stator- to-rotor nutual incluctances :

(11)

=l sin0sdr r
r_lL . - L.

as dr cll'as

17l
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L =La-sqr qras

L- . = [,.bsdr d-rDs

r_flr-LÞsqr grDs

L = l.csdr drcs

L cossqr

=l sinsdr , - 2r/3)

L cos (0 - 2r/3)sqr -r

L sin(0 +2t¡/3)sdr -r

(1 3)

(14)

(1s)

(16)

(17)

lqr denote the leakage

respectively. The

terns of the Fourier

T

(e

=l -L cos(0-*2n/3)csqr qrcs sqr - r

I¡ the above equations the subscripts ls, ldr,

inductances of the stator, dr and qr windings,

constant terns and the coefficients of the second

Series are denoted by .s0 and sl respectively.

(B) TRrt{SFORN,tr\TrON OF STATOR QUANTTTIES T0 REFERENCE FRAME FIXED 0N ROTOR

To simplify the mathenatical procedure in the analysis of synchronous-

reluctance machines the stator and rotor variables are transformed to a

conmon frame of reference fixed in the rotor. In this reference frame

the voltage equations do not contain any time varying coefficients at syn-

chronous speed. The stator variables are transformed to the reference

frame fixed on the rotor by

f =A7Zlt cosoqs L"t r

-Ff u, = y'2/3 
Lf* 

sin 0"

+ f. cos l0bs -r

+f cosf0cs tr

+ f- sin f0bs -1

+f sinl0CS -T

- 2r/ s)

. zntstl

- 2n/3)

. zrr/s)l

(18)

(1s)

lBl



fo- = lrTT [fo, * fb, o f.r]

In the above three ecluations the variable f can

either voltage, current, or flux-1inkage. As the stator

balanced three-phase system, the third transform variable

After referring the rotor quantities to tjre stator

the appropriate tuïns ratio and tr:ansforming the stator

currents to the reference frame fixed in the Totor rvhere

exists, the voltage equations may be expressed as

v = oÀ + À, p0 + r i'qS ''-qs dS ' I S qS

cls

qr

udt

1-
dS

.t
Àqr

I
)
dr

and where

=oÀ +
' clr

= pÀd, n

-'T ;
-L-I Iqr qr +L (i +iaq qs

(20)

repres ent

is e symlÌetrical ,

f0, is zero.

rviridings by

voltages and

the synuns'¿ry

(2r)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(2s)

(26)

(27)

(28)

= PÀds - 
^0, 

Por n trid,

rqr

r,dr

ruhere À = L, i + L- (i-- n i--t)"qs -1s *qs -aq t-qs qr '

L1, * L"d (id, * i¿t )

qr

1,dr

i.
dS

I

qr)
ll

_t- 'rdr 'dr
I

+ L , (i, + i..-- )ad -ds dr

L^O = S/2 (Lrg * L=t)

= 3/2 lN /N.I L' 's'dr soÏ

= 3/z (Ns/Nch)' ,oro

tel

(2s )



Lu, = 3/2 (Lrg - Lr1)

=3/2 fN/N lLqr' sqr

= s/z (Ns/Nqr)' 
"rro
)Lld, = 3/2 (Ns/Ndr)" tr., (31)

't ,2 G2)r. = 3/2 fN /N . l'-dT ' s' dT' ' cìr

i dr' = 2/ 3 (N.drlNs) id'. (33)

(30)

(34)
I

ud' = (Nr/N¿r) udr.

The equations::e1atíng qr and qï quaritities are sinlilar to

those relating dr and dt' O,-tur,rrar"r, and N denotes tl're number of

turns of the corresponding windings. The primed rotor quantities are

rotor quantites referred to tire statoï ,ri-ndingr. [8]

l10l



CHAPTEIì I ] 1

APPLICATION OF SÌ.TALL-DISPLACETßNT THEORY

T0 SYNCI'IRONOUS -RELUCTtu\CE I''IACIIINES

The sna11-displacement theory enables us to establish lineal:

relationships beti,i'een the rrachine r¡ariables for smal 1 changes about a

stead¡'-5tate operating point. The small-displacement equations are not

valid for large excursions of tlie variables from ttre operating point,

but in conjunction with the Nyqtiist stability criterion the linearized

relationships offer an approach to investigate the urachine stability.

A. STEADY-STATE OPERATION

The rotor círcuits of the synchronous-relucta:rce machine are

sholt-circuited (rq, = ud, = 0). During balanced, steady-state

operation tql'rerein the reluctance machine rotates at an electrical

angular velocity corresponding to that of the applied voltages, the

rotor currents (tO, and i¿r) are zero. The equations describing

the steady-state operation can be obtained from (21) through (28) by

setting

v, = v - i, - i - 0or qr or qr

and are expressed as

i. ^ + r i ^dgj s qsuV cos ð^ = {, fUdST

[11]

( 3s)



Vsinô^--X f i ^+r iu qs r -qs0 -s -dsO (36)

where V denotes the amplitude of the balanced applied statol voltages..

the letter 0 in the subscript denotes stead¡'-5tate quantities and

X, =tl.l x[1,. +L,)=f,- +Y"ds *e -- '"1s -ad' "ls "ad

X =¡¡ tl," +L )=X- +Xqs e t ls aq' --1s "aq

ô0=0r-0r0t

f" = tto/t"'

(s7)

(38)

(3e)

(40)

For motor action tlte steady-state rotor load angle ô0 is

negatirre. rre electricâl angular velocity ," is the chosen base

frequency rvhich is 60 Hz. or0 is the stead¡r-5tate electrical angular

veloc-it¡'of the rotor rqhich is deternined b1' 1¡" applied stator voJ"tages.

. The steady-state torque for a 4-po1e, three-phase machine is

given b¡,

T"0 = J/2, x p/0" x (X¿, - Xqr) i,trg iqro. (41)

wlrere P = 2 for a 4-po1e machine.

Ec¡uation (21) through (28) can be expressed in matrix form as

V cos ôf

V sin 6^
U

0

0

_,0,0 

I

ttdr o 
I,l-u,r'o 
i

_uo'o'_l

lr2)



P 0r0.. P .. 0ro-.
r + 

-X 
j:X. 

-X 
--X-s oe--qs oe --ds t"""q trt" --ad

--oroPP-X"Qs 0e ^S c,:""ds "aq ^r o""ad

iq, 
o

i.dsu

p

-Xtij Ao

0
p

-Y
(,t)ad

e

o r t*nn t 
oqr ." 9t

rPro r' a 
-f,'dr (l)e dr

By allowing the variables in (42) to change by sma11 amounts

about the initial steady-state operating point, we have

(42)

By letting p. be zero in (42) we can solve for iqr' and

idr0, and consequently Tu' from (41):

iqrO = (t, v cos ô0 - f, Xd, v sin ôo) / Us * f, *a, *or)[oa)

idr' = (r, v sin ô0 - f, *0, u sin ôo) / Gs * f, xds xqs)(44)

a,
reo = I fo ,*u, - *or) v2 / (rr2 * ,rt *u, *oril

Le '- 'l
f"-'sin 2ôo - fr t, Xd, * fr t, Xo, cos 2 ôoL'
+f r X +f r X cos2ôlsqsrsqs0

- r*2 X,^ X^^ sin z ôf (4s)Tdsqs"-1

B. STIALL-DISPLACEMENT FROM STEADY-STATE OPERATING POINT

Ir3]



V cos (ôO * Aô)

V sin (ôO * ¡0)

l,_

p
a-f,(¡ os

r¡ ^ + Ao.l
yrrUIì
os' trj

p

-XûJ AO

0

O^+AÛJ.. .TU T.
.x. .ds' ûJ

LJ

p
+_-Yr¡ '-ds

e

0

p

-YûJ ad
e

uJ + Aar

-x rro ----a'lao- (¡
U

p

-XûJ aoe'

rPr+-xor ûJ 0r'e

0

(¡ +ao., . I0 r'
^ 

.l-_.-_-l
ad' (-l)

e

p

-VûJ Ad
e

0

,Pr
I' + 

-X-dr rù dT
e

(46)

r
s

-i 
^+Aiqsu qs

idr0 * Aid,

A1qr

A]
dT

where

[ 14]



Ar¡ = nAô
1'

ltl
xdr =xldr oxud='"(Ll,rr *Lud)

ttt
X - X- + X = t¡ lL_ + L l.qr .Lqr aq e' l_qr aq'

.For snalI clianges in tl-re rotor algle ô

tions hold:

V cos (60 + Aô) j v cos 60 - V (sin ôo) Aô

V sir.r (ôO + Aô) : V sin ôO o V (cos ôO) Aô

(47)

(48)

(4e )

the following approxima-

(s0 )

(sl)

By substitutj ng (50) anci (51) into (46) and tlien subtr-acting the

resttltarrt natrix from (42) kte can elimiilate all the. terms rr'hich describe

the -cteady-state mode of operation, thus rr'e then obtain the equations:

- V (sin ôp Aô - Xd, idr'

V (cos ôg) Aô * Xq, iqrO

Ar¡ï
fù

e

Ar¡t
UJ

e

[1s ]



T+
s

p
_Xû) os

Âulr
Cr)

e

X.
CIS

p
T. + 

-X-suJds
e

0

p
Y

t¡ "ad
e

r¡^+Âo.ru r.

"qt .¡ J

rPr+-xuJ ore'

0

Pr
-x)üJ Or'e'
Pr
-x. ).û) dT'

e

(l)^+Ao-- -ru r-x -t-lad' o
e

p
Y

(l)ad
e

0

rPr
r. a 

-{-dr ûJ dr
e

(s2)

(s3)

(s4)

p
_X
ûJ aoe'

ûlr0
ûl

e

-Xqs

oÌder

-X

rqr
P

-XuJ aoe'

A1
qs

^i.OS

^iqr

^i.dr

From (52) the rotor currents

currents:

can be expressed in terms of stator

into

ing

A6=

p

l"*'o otor) / (rqr

Pr
ilua ai¿r) / Ga,

e

uting (53) and (54)

we obtain the follow

un - þ*'u,o'l
p{

ôo * õ-"*e, iqro 
_l

Âidrt= (-

By substit

differences,

f- (v sin

II v.o=

L

IAi = (-qr

(52) and neglecting second

sma11- displacement equations :

[ 16]



P))
,%, - *uo'

P)
-cvL

û)- r ad.e

;--;P-" '
dr ûJ cll.

e

P).)(;) " x"u'
e

p
+-X

ûJ ose'

X f +qsr

*Px
x. f -dsr

or(r)0r'e.
p

-fx(t) f aO P
1-{- -SUJdS

e
I

r+qr
L¡r
ûJ oret

r. * Þ x-dr(¡dr
e

^i

AiI
During snal1 changes about a steady-state operating point the

torque expression becomes

TuO + ÂT (x¿, - xqr)

fo 
*.u (iqro *

fo 
*"0 (id'o *

(i¿ro + Ai¿r)

I

^i 
) 

^i.qs' dr

Ai. I 
^i 

I

dS, qT

(iqso * Aios)

(ss)

(s6)

rotor

steady-

torque

3
e0-o

e

Neglecting second-order differences and expressing the

cuments in terms of stator currents, and then eliminating the

state torque expression (41) from (56), the small-displacement

expression becomes

Âr" = 
fu [-., 

- *or) (i¿ro oro, * iqro ai¿r) -

[17]



l{iren (55) is solved for 
^i 

and
qs

into (57), the follorvíng expression

TLo*arl=T"o*At"-JPv
ø\-/ &-r' êo*/ "\-a 

æ ¿ N

where the notation ^, denotes per unit

state, .TL' = T"0 r^¡here TIO is the

friction and rvindage losses, and since

equation obtained from (59) is

1-^ds0

1., .,
ÛJ ol.

(s7)

Ai,_ and the result.s substituted
dS

can be obtajned (See Appendix B):

(s 8)

(se )

quantities. Since in the steady-

steady-state load tolque including

p

-Yû_) ad
e

2 a
q̂SU

p

-Xû_) aoe' IAil0s I,-ir.dr
-t.Lv(¡ dr

Ai. +
dS T+qï

Aru c(p) A6

This equation denotes a linear, smal1-displacenent relationship between

the electromagnetic torque and the rotor load angle.

To simplif1, computation all qua:rtities ar-e converted to per

unit quantities by selecting the base voltage, current, and frequency

to cor:respond to the ratirrg of the nachine.

The smal l-displacement equation describing the dyna:nics of the

mechanical system dr-rring smal1 changes about an initial operating speed

can be obtained from the steady-state electronagnetic torque equation

by alloiving small changes in the variables:

V=(ù.
evÆ

the smal 1-displacement

(60)

(6 1)

AT- = ATLe
^r' 

é"\\-t

AT- = ATLe
^.¿ 

4\ç/

-JnoIT-* 
^"r.*_l

,)ua
LLI L . ^AÒ.
ûJ

e

OT

[18]



CHAPTER iV

METHOD OF DETERMINING MACHINE STABILITY

A. APPLICATION OF NYQUIST STABILITY CRITERION

From equations (58) and (61) we can construct the system block

diagram which is shown in Figure 2. Since the system which approximately

represents the synchronous-reluctance machine is linear, we can investi-

gate the stability of the synchronous-reluctance machine as if it was

a linear feedback system, in the frequency domain employing the Nyquist

stability criterion.

The open-1oop transfer fwrction of the systen in Figure 2 is

expressed as

F(p) = ry $z)2Hp'

By replacing p by the Laplace variable s (62) becomes

ut^ G(s)
F(s)=- " , (62a)

2Hs-

By setting s in (62a) equal to jv, the open-loop transfer

fwrction becomes

trr^ c(jv)
ffiv)=+j--_--

2Hv"

Writing GUv) = a(v) + j b(v) (61) becomes

(r)

FUv) = --37 [a(v) + j b(v)]
2Hv-

(63)

(64)

The stability of the closed-loop system can be determined from

[1e]
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Figure 2. Sma1l-displacernent closed-loop systern.
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the locus of p(jv) as v varies from -æ to +co. The Nyquist

stability criterion states that a feedback systern is stable if and only

if the locus of F(jv) does not encircle the (-1, 0) point when the

number of poles of F(s) ín the right-hand s-plane is zero [6]. For

the synchronous-reluctance rnachine the expression F(s) does not have

poles in the right-hand s-planertherefore the feedback system is stable

only if the locus of F(jv) does not pass through or encircle the

(-1, 0) point.

The expression G(jv) is given in Appendix C.

By analysing the locus of the frequency response of the system

which represents the synchronous-reluctance machine under small changes

about its steady-state operating point, it is faitry easy to predict the

nachine stability when balanced voltages of constant flns value and

constant frequency are applied to the stator windings.

ItIith the appropriate machine parameters and steady-state operating

conditions, the plot of r(jv) in the Nyquist diagrams are sirnilar to

the one shown in Figure 3(a). since the locus of F(jv) is synrnetrical

about the real axis we can obtain only the locus of p(jv) as v is

varied from 0 to +æ and then reflect it about the real axis to

obtain the complete contour. The three plots of FUv) shown in Figure

3(b) correspond to the initial operating points:

Machine operated at rated stator voltage (i p.u. voltage), T"o = 0i

(a) nachine speed of I23 electrical radians per second

(fr = 0'36),

(b) machine speed of 226 electrical radians per second

(f" = 0.60),

and
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(c) rnachine speed of 368 electrical racliarrs peï second

(ft = 0'96) '

The machine tested ir,as designated ALACN (See Chapter V, Section

' (A)). ifith the operating conditions of pcint (a), the locus of F(jv)

. encircles the (-1, 0) point as v varies fron -æ to +æ. The

system is unstable. At the initial operating conditons of point (b) the

locus of F(jv) passes through the (-1, 0) point, suggesting that the

machine is operating on its stability bour:rdar1'and. the machine ivoulcl

display sustained oscillations rr'hen it is subjected to a small disturb-

ance. At the initial operating conditions of point (c) tire locus of
p(jv) fails to encircle or pass through the (-1, 0) point; the s1'stenr

is sta.ble

Thus the small-displacement theory enables us to deterlnine

machine stability under various initial operating conditions. The

nachine used ilt the experiment rvas found to be quite stable rr'hen

loaded tr'ith a mechanical load of noticeable nagnitude less than the

rated value; the mechanical load helps in da:nping out the ::otor

oscillatiotls caused by small distu::bances to tl-re machine. These smal1

disturbances may be a change in the supply voltage, or mecha:r.ical load.

Therefore tve conducted our tests on the machine rvhicii r^¿as not loaded to

locate the stal¡i1ity boundary for the rvorst case --- that of the unloaded

¡nachine.

B. THE DIGITAL CO}{PUTER PROGRAI{

The di-gital cornputer is programmed appropriately to give the

locus points of F(jv) as v is varied fron 0.08 radians per second
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1
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(a) Complete Contour

(b) lìegion Near the (-1, 0) Point

Figure 3. Nyquist Diagrains for tlie plot of F(jv).
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to 138 radians per second for each initial operating point. By examining

where the locus crosses the Re [efiv) ] axis, that is, rvhen Im[f ( jv) ] is

zero, we determine whether the nachince is stabte or tnstable, or the

rnachine is operating at the stability boundary conditions.

The above range of v is chosen because the natural frequency of

oscillations of the rotor is allays less than the frequency of the applied

voltage, Ðd because this range of v produces loci near the (-1, 0)

point on the Nyquist diagram, giving sufficient inf,ormation for the

determination of the stability of the machine.

The digital computer program is shown in Appendix D. This .otprt"t

program can be modified.to give any initial operating conditions by inserting

a Te' loop for the nachine load, or/ and by varying the machine parameters.
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CI.IAPTER V

TECIIN ICAL CONS IDERAT]ONS

A. I"IACIjINES TESTED

The nachine stability tests were performed on tlte same lVesting-

house S-horsepotr'er Life Line 4-po1e induction notor: stator, with one of

the follorving three rotors [35],

(1) Axially laminated anisotropic narrorr'-po1e-pitcired rotor,

denoted as ALASN;

(2) Axially laminated anisotropic broad-poIe-pitched rotor,

denotecl as ALASIS;

(3) Axially laminated anisotropic rvj.th copper foil inter-leavíng

rlarrow-po1e-pitchecl rotor, denoteci .rs ALACÌ.I .

I{itl"r the corresponding rotor in place the synchronous-reluctance machine

has the parameter values as shoH'n in Table 1. (Refer to Chapter V,

Section (c) ) .

B. VOLTAGE SOURCE AND EFFECTS OF STEP-UP TR¡,NSFORT,IERS

Since there is no access to a three-phase voltage source the

magnitude and frequency of rvhich can be varied to the clesíred values,

a l{ard-Leonard system with elemetìtary feedback control was set up to

drir¡e a 3-phase synchronous generator at variable speed. The amplitude

of the generated voltage per cycle from this synchronous machine rves

controlled by adjusting its field excitation voltage rvhile the frequeirc¡'

hras controlled by adjusiing the speed at u'hich the generator was being

l2s l



TabIe 1. Machine parameters.

* PE denotes peak value; ** 0P denotes operating va1ue.

Rotor ALACN ALASN ALASB AIASB

.lr(ts-m2) 0.01647 0.01839 0.0i 876 0.10097

r, (O)

V = 0.866
m

0.8065 0. 8063 0.8063 0. 8063

V = 1.000n 0 .8262 0 .8262 0.8262 0.8262

V
m = 1.133 0. 8780 0. 8780 0.8780 0 . 8780

X1, (A)

V = 0.866
m

0 . 8515 0. 851s 0. 8s1s 0.8515

vm = 1'ooo 0.8468 0.8468 0. 8468 0. 8468

vr = 1'133 0.9028 0 .902 8 0.9028 0 .902 8

xld, (Q) 0.7r2s 1. 3280 0.s724 0.s724

*tot (fl) 0.9037 0. 8161 7.0254 L.0254

rd" (Sl) 0.43s2 1 . 0518 0.8468 0. 8468

rq" (ç¿) 0.8693 0 .8227 1.05s9 1 .0559

xad (o)

rk

PE 23.70 2I.4s 20.4s 20 .45

**
OP

V = 0.866n 12.90 L3.20 13.60 13. 60

V = 1.000
m

8.00 10.s0 10 .00 10 .00

V = 1.133
m

5.40 8.20 6.70 6.70

*"0 (fl)

PE 2.20 2.20 3.20 3.20

**
OP

V = 0.866n r.70 2.40 3.20 s.20

V = 1.000
m

r.70 2.40 3.20 3.20

V = 1.153
m

r.70 2.40 3.20 3.20
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driven. Hence a 3-phase voltage source of variable frequency and

variable magnitude of volt-per-cycle was obtained. These balanced volt-

ages h/ere applied to the stator windings of the synchronous-reluctance

nachine. However, this whole system became unstable when there were

very sna11 oscillations in the synchronous-reluctance rnachine. That is,

the voltage source interactswith the synchronous-reluctance rnachine, and

the synchronous generator coupled to the Ward-Leonard system hras not able

to supply balanced, sinusoidal voltages which are independent of the

load currents.

The tests were therefore performed using a three-phase static

converter with variable. frequency control. The magnitude of the output

voltages of the converter was approximately proportional to the frequency,

i.e., u I f, u,n in per turit quantities,with resistance compensated

characteristics. The output voltages are approximately rectangular in-

stead of sinusoidal, as shown in Figure 4.

To obtain the desired value of rated voltage it is necessary

to step up the output voltages from the converter using three polver

transformers, one for each phase. These transformers inherently introd-

uce winding resistances and leakage reactances. Therefore the resist-

ances, ffid leakage reactances of the transformers must be included as

part of the stator resistances and leakage reactances respectively. The

q-axis equivalent-circuit of the resultant circuit is shorvn in Figure 5(b)

The resultant d-axis equivalent-circuit is also realizedby an identical

nethod. The magnetízíng impedances of the transformers are neglected

because the voltage regulation of each transformer is dependent mainly

on the winding resistance and leakage reactance.
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(a) Operation at 16.7

Voltage (curve at
Current (curve at
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Hz. Horizontal scale: 10 rns/div.
top): Vert. scale: 50 V/div.
bottom): Vert.. scale: Z0 A/ù;.v.

(b) Operation at 60 Hz. Horizontal scale: 5 rns/div.
Voltage (curve at top): Vert. scale: 200 y/div.
Current (curve at bottom): Vert. scale: 20 A/dív.

Figure 4. waveforrns ol-' iine-to-line vortages and line
stetor windings r,.,ith rotor ALASB in place.
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Figure 5. q-axis equivalent-circuit of systenl uuder test.
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C. DETERMINATiON OF IvIACHINE PARAIvIETERS

(a) Moments of inertia of rotors

The moments of inertia of the rotors t{ere deternined by the

simple torsional pendulun method[10]. Each rotoï was suspended

from a steel wire by a bolt which was tightened into a centre

hole drilled on one end of the rotor shaft. The period of

simple harmonic torsional oscillations of each rotoï tdas

compared to the period of a standard cylinder of known mass and

dimensions from which the noment of inertia of the cylinder was

calculated. The moment of inertia of each rotor was computed

using the equation:

T...
J = ç-!-1¿ ¡r 'cy

where J =.cy

(6s)cy

Iu R2

(b) Stator leakage reactance (Xfr)

The stator leakage reactance was found by locked-rotor-test

on the machine with the squirrel-cage induction rotor in place.

Neglecting the magnetizing impedance the total impedance
tt(r, + r" ) * j (Xts * X1" ) as seen from the stator terninals

was rneasured. The stator leakage reactance Xl, was assumed

to be equal to the equivalent rotor leakage reactance X,.^t.IT

(c) Stator resistance (r- )5

The stator resistances were found by d-c resistance bridge

[30]



measurements and were found to be equa1.

(d) Direct-axis and quadrature-axis synchronous reactances

fX. and X I' ds qs'

The d-axis and q-axis synchronous reactances for each machine

setup were measured using d-c inductancebridge for various

stator currents over the fu11 working range. The variation of

X-_ with stator currents vlas found to be very small and wasqs

considered constant. The value of Xd, varies considerably

with stator currents. The value of Xd, used in the stability

analysis is the value corresponding to the respective nagnetic

flux level. For 1ow voltages the changes in magnetic fluxes

are small and the value of Xd, used is the peak value (See

Section (f) below).

(e) Di_rect-axis and quadrature-axis magnetizíng reactances

(X.¿ and *uO)

The X and Xao aq

(37) and (38) : -

Xad=Xdr-X1,

X =f, -X-aq qs Is

values were calculated from the equations

(66)

(67)

(f) Direct-axis equivalent rotor resistance and equiv_alent rotor
tl

leakage reactance (td, and Xf¿, )

The d-axis subtransient impedance z.
CI

[3i ]
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for each machine



setup was measured by locked-rotor-test (Fígure 6(a)). The

rptor was locked at the position where mininum torque was

sensed when the stator windings were energízeð,. From the

equivalent circuit as shown in Figure 7(a) both the equivalent

Totor resistanc" rd, and equivalent rotor leakage reactance
I

Xld"' in the d-axis were calculated when ,O", ,, and Xl,
were known, Xad being the peak value which occurs at low

voltages.

(e) uadrature-axis uivalent rotor resistance and uivalent Totor
t

leakage reactâ¡ce ("0,' and xrq" )

The q-axis subtransient impedance z-" for each nachineq

setup was measured by locked-rotor'-test (Figure 6(b)). The

rotor was locked in the same position as in section (f) above.

Employing sinilar method as in (f) above, both the I ' and
,Qr

x,^- were calculated from the equivalent circuit as sholnrqr
in Figure 7(b).
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The d-axis and q-axis equivalent circuits
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Figure 7. for subtransient
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CHAPTER VI

ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

Stability analysis was performed for each of the three machines at

three magnetic flux leve1s, that is, at V* = 0.866 p.u., V, = 1.00 p.u.,

and v, = 1.133 p.u. In the machine tests, a stroboscope was employed

to check the stability of the machine. The stroboscope which was used

to illuminate the rotor shaft was triggered from the Iine-to-neutral

voltage of the. stator winding and the position of a mark on the rotor

shaft was observed. At. the same tirne the waveforms of the stator curïents

were observed on an oscilloscope. The machine was first synchronized at

f" = 1 ,25 p.u., then the supply frequency was lowered very slolly tmtil

turstable operation of the machine was observed. The machine t{as regarded

as unstable tshen the rotor tvas observed to undergo sustained oscillations

about a nearì position and when the amplitudes of the stator currents shol

noticeable sustained fluctuations. The machine was otherwise considered

stable in the steady-state.

Figure 8, 9, and 10 show all the results from both the computer

program and experiments. In one program the values of xrd and *"0

are constant, and respectively correspond to the values at normal flux

level. In another program each value of Xad and *"0 has been corrected

to the value measured at the particular flux level. Figure 8 also shows

the effect of including a source impedance of (0.02 + j0.02) p.u. for the

nachine operated at normal flux 1eve1, that is, Vr = 1.00 p.u. Figure 9

also indicates the influence of rotor direct-axis resistance on the

machine stability at normal flux leve1. Figure 10 also provides informations

[3s]
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to shol the influence of rotor inertia on the steady-state stability of
the nachine. In these three figures each nachine is operated in the

rnstable mode below the critical frequencies indicated.

The experimental results disagree with the results obtained from

the digital computer program in severar aspects. From Figures g, 9, and

10, in contrast with the experimental results, at no-load the stability
bou¡rdaries predicted by the program, in which the xad and *"0 are

constant' occur at higher frequencies with raised magnetic flux 1evel.

This is due to the fact that the values of Xad and *uo change with

different flux Ievels, while the values of xad and *ro in the computer

program were instructed to stay constant at the values corresponding to

normal flux leve1. The changes in the magnetic parameters hrere not taken

into accotmt in the program.

The tests on the machines show that each nachine at no-load tends

to be more stable at lower frequencies when the nagnetic flux level is
raised. This corresponds rvel1 with the rligital computer prediction made

by Lipo and Kraus" [8], a¡rd also with the results in this thesis, from the

computer program in which each value of xad and *"0 has been corrected

to the proper value at different magnetic flux 1evels. This can be real-
ized as the effect of magnetic saturation at higher magnetic flux levels;

saturation reduces the ratio of xud/x"q and the machine becomes more

stable. Therefore, it is invalid to predict machine steady-state stability
by assuming the same values of X"d and *uo for different un' values.

At each flux level, the correct x^, and x values, Ðd possibly also

the correct x- . 
t I ad aq

,.1dr , tr', and Xl, values, should be employed in the

prediction of machine behavior.
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By comparing the regions of instability for the nachine with the

rotor designated as ALASB for two different values of polar moment of

inertia while all other parameters are unchanged, machine tests reveal

that the machine becomes less stable at low frequencies when it has a

higher polar monent of inertia. This increased region of instability

is indicated for all the three magnetic flux 1evels. Prediction frorn

the program does not show the shift of the region of stability in the

sane direction for V* = 0.866 and for V, = 1.000, but for V, = 1.133

the stability bomdaries are the same for both inertia values. The machine

tests also show more or less the same stability botndary for all three

flux levels with the higher value of inertia constant. Therefore, with

a larger polar moment of inertia, the effect of changes in the magnetic

flux leve1, on the size and location of the region of steady-state

stability, is reduced as compared to the results obtained from tests on

the machine rvith the lower moment of inertia wherein increasing the mag-

netic flux level inproves the steady-state stability of the nachine. How-

ever' we should not draw the conclusions that the machine with increased

inertia should be less stable at low frequencies than with a lower inertia,
and that the stability boundary tends to the same for different magnetic

flux levels when the inertia is increased. we can only make such con-

clusions after many tests on different machines have confirmed that the

same general trend is being followed. Tests on the machine r+ith other

rotors Ìvere not performed with increased inertia due to mechanical lirnit-
ations.

The regions of instability at low operating frequencies, obtained

from rnachine tests, are in all cases greater than those regions of
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instability predicted by the digital computer program output with the

correct xud and *"0 values for each flux level. These are due to

one or more of the following:

1. The voltages supplied by the static converter are not sin-

usoidal while the prediction of machine behavior is based on

the assumption that voltages applied to the stator terminals

are sinusoidal. The approximately rectangular voltages from

the static converter contain harmonics which tend to cause

instability.

2. The 3-phase voltage source, the static conveïteï, is in real-

ity not a zeró-impedance source. The output voltages yary,

though slightly, trith different loads. This means that there

are interactions between the static converter and the reluct-

ance rnachine to which the converter is delivering electrical

power. The synchronous-reluctance machine is less stable when

the voltage source interacts with the synchronous-reluctance

nachine. Yet in the theory developed in this thesis the

voltage source is assumed to be independent of the machine to

which it is supplying power. The effect of taking a source

inpedance into accor.u"rt is readily seen by examining the results

shown in Figure B. Itlith the particular source impedance chosen

the nachine is less stable at low frequencies. However, there

is no general method which enables us to measure the output

impedarrce from the static converter, Ðd this impedance varies

with different 1oads.

5. The stator windings have different resistances and leakage

[4i]



Teactances, and the resistances and leakage reactances of the

three step-up transformers are different. Hence the resultant

resistance as well as the resultant leakage reactance of each

stator phase is slightly different. The turns ratio of the

three transformers are also not exactly equa1. These give

rise to both urbalance in the stator quantities and rmbalance

in the voltagessupplied to the synchronous-reluctance rnachine.

However, the values of these parameters fed into the computer

program are the respective mean values, md balance is assumed

in the program.

4, The measured rnachine parameter values are not accurate enough.

S1ight changes in any one of the parameters, for examplera 5%

increase in the rotor direct-axis resistance, will car¡se fairly

large shift in the steady-state stability boundary (see Figure 9).

The resistarìces and dimensions of the machine aïe temperature

varia¡t. All these may cause disagreenent in the relative size

and location of the region of instability between values obtained

fron the computer program and from tests.
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CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSIONS AND PROBLEMS FOR FUTURE STUDIES

The equations which describe the behavior of a synchronous-reluc-

tance rnotor have been develoþed and these equations have been linearized
employing the theory of smal1 displacements. The Nyquist stability
criterion has then been applied to predict the steady-state stability
of the nachine operating at variable frequency. Both machine tests

and predictions obtained fron the digital computer program applying

the Nyquist stability criterion reveal regions of unstable operation

at low operating frequencies when the nachine is at no-1oad.

These regions of instability were found to be dependent upon the

amplitude of the applied stator voltages, rnachine inertia, and machine

parameters. The static converter is essentialry a zeto-impedance

source and machine instability may occur at low frequencies due to in-
sufficient danping within the nachine.

In spite of the disagreements between the actual machine tests

and the prediction applying the theory, this computer aided stability
study employing the Nyquist stability criterion is able to predict

the rnachine behavior during sntall disturbances from an operating point,

regardless of the number of degree of the equations describing the

machine behavior. This approach has the advantage over other techni-

queslsee chapter I' section B] that the mathematical complexity in

solving these high order equatio.,, [9] numerically is avoided rvhile the

nodes of machine operation are readily found.
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The future of the synchronous-reluctance nachine appears to be

in the adaptability to nonsinusoidal power supplies, such as those

çharacteristic of the static converters used in variable-speed drives.

Future studies should be made for machine behavior with different

machine parameters, magnetic flux 1evels and machine inertia in order

to correlate the machine behavior with nonsinusoidal power supplies ,to

the nachine behavior when it is subjected to sinusoidal power supplies.

However, new methods should be developed for more accurate nonlinear

analysis of machine operated from nonsinusoidal porver supplies so as

to establish criteria governing the design and improved perfornance-

control of reluctance machines.
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SYMBOLS:

APPENDIX A

LIST OF SYMBOLS

f = frequency (Hz); or variabres used in equations (1g)

through (20).

f, = steady-state frequency, defined by eqn. (40) (Hz).

F(jv) = funcrion, defined in eqn. (6g).

GUv) = function, defined in Appendix C.

H = inertial constant of machine (s).

i = instantaneous cur.Tent (A) .

I - current, either peak or rms value (A).

j = imaginary part of a quantity.

J = polar noment of inertia (kg . 
^2).

l, = inductance (H) .

M = mass of standard cylinder (kg).

N = number of turns in the winding.

n = turns ratio of transformer.

P = operator g-
dr

P - number of pole pairs.

r = phase-winding resistance (A).

R = radius of standard cyliner (m).

t - time (s).

v = instantaneous voltage (V).

V = terminal voltage, amplitude or rms value (V).

V, = terminal voltage at base frequency (V).

s = Laplace variable.

[4s]



W = real por{er (l{) .

X = reactance (A).

I = impedance (0).

Z't = subtransient impedance (CI).

A = srnall changes in a variable.

= angle by rr'hich the direct axis leads tire statoï potential

in electrical radians.

Q = instantaneous position of rotor, in electrical radia¡s.T

0 - instantaneous position of rotoï, in medranical radians.rm

À = magnetic flux linkage in volt-seconds.

1T = numerical constant, ec¡u.als 3. 14lSg. . . .

T = period of oscillations, in measurement of polar moment

of inerria (s).

X = sunnaticn cf (Einsteinrs notation).

T = torque (N.n) .

v = frequency of oscillatíons of rot.or (rad/s).

uJ = angular frequency (rad/s),

CI = ohnns

mathe¡natical notation, equals infinity.

SUPERSCRIPTS:

- = phasor quantities.

t = prime rotor quantities, referred to statoï rvinding side.

SUBSCRIPTS:

ã, b, and c = stator phase quantities.

d, q - direct and quadrature axes quantities.

Is0 ]



cy = standard cylinder quantities.

r, s = rotor and stator quantities.

k = damper winding quantities.

I = leakage quantities.

Q = steady-state quantities.

e = electrical quantities.

L = mechanical load quantities.

m = actual machine quantities.

- = per unit quantities.

f = transformer quantities.
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AND FOR AT rN EQN. (s7)

are in per

e

0e'

APPENDIX B

AIID Ai,_ rN EQN. (5s)qs ds
SOLVING FOR Ai

' In rhis

unit values.

ôo*

ôo

qr

Ai.
dS

ar-

X2
aq

P-- ¡
¿rJ

e

_t
'_1

i
2

d

2

ad

.X

aq

t

wr

1es

be

ds

except p and

itten as:

rP-t2\rD '
P-- y

ri
b

appendix all quanti

Equations (55) can

-1

þ *o= to=o lou =eJ

+ (6 8)

(6e)

qs^iþ""

.lx i ^l¡o=[-," qs o,rj _ 

[_ 

..cs
[ "",

in (68)

. [utu'

û) "os I
r+ X

t

f

q1

P--¡ xûJr
e

rlD r' + Ä-
dr ûJ

e
X.clr

P--s x(¡) f
e

qsr 
t*P 

xor û)te

Err)D2 *

f+r
qr

^i.CISP_
u)

e

.[*P

L'"

D4

+

(þ' *uo'
e
I

r. +dr
X.

ds
X.dr'

and (69) we can solve for Aidr,

* EO) + X*U(E, . trtrO
^i. 

=
CTS

^i qs

Es)

minating

{'ouce, .
t

By eli

/{.rr* 
Ers) * (Erl + Eru)D * (E12 *

* xL¿(Ez . uufo' . þu E+ * \¿(E, + Ertrot * \¿ E¿

Ez)

fou
J

I

uro ooi

( 70)

* 
[r.a(Es 

*

u,., o'
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from equations (68) and (69) we can solve

be obtained:

q(Bz o Bs) * \o(Bl *

* Bo) * *,.0 (Bz *

Al
dS

lolving

B¿) +

By elininating

Ai and the fo1qs

(
Âio, = 4 

too (ur n

t

for

'{'

nay

F

,¡r'u-lo' . II[",F,.,, ut * *oo(Bg *

(7r)

D=L-
ûJ

e

o*oourool o /(
J / i,ut, 

* Brz) o (Br0 o urs) D + (Brr * nro)02

i4*B15D"oBt6D

In obtaining ecluations (70) and (71) t{e use the following symbols:

T'=?-kd -dr

I
T'=T-kq qr

I
Y-V
l(d dr

IX. =[Kq qr

.t
RD = tdt xd, * t, xd"

R^=r X +r Xqqrqssqr
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v-vv
^D - ^ds ^dr - xurJ2

x^=x xt-* 2
(¿ qs qr acl

81 = f, rkd Xd, V cos ôO

B2 = f, xo V cos 60 o fr tkd xd, xq, iqro

B-=f X-X is r lJ qs -qs0

B4 = t, tkd V sin ôO

BS = RD V sin ô0 r-tr tkd Xd, idro

B6 = XD V.sin 60.+ RO XU, idrO

87 = xD xd, idro

Bro = -tr' roo *0, *o - ,r' ,kd xa= xq

B1r = -rr2 x, xO

^2br2 = -t= tkd tkq

Bls = - (t, tkq RD * t, tta Rq)

814 = - (t, tkq Xn * RD *Q n t, tta XO)

B1S = - (RQ Xn + Ro XO)

816=-xnxQ

817 = - tr"kd tkq xd, x.1,
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E1 = r, tkq V cos 6O

E, = ììo V cos ôo * tr tkq x,1, iqro

Eg = XQ V cos UO * *0, oQ iqrO

uo = *q, *Q iqro

[-=-f r. X Vsinô^5rKqqsu

E6 = - t, *Q V sin ô0 - fr tkq Xq, Xd, idr0

l- = - f X. X^/ T ds Qldso

^2
"10 = t, ttd ttq

Erl = tr tto: oQ * too oo)

ELz = t, (tkd *Q * too *o) * *o oQ

Er3=oo*Q*oQ*o

E-YY"r4 - "D '*Q

^ ^2Ers I fr- tkd tkq xd, xq,

-2. 2E16 = fr" "kd 
*0, *Q * ft tkq xqr'xo

?
EI7 = fr- XD XQ

writ.ing Aid, and OtO, in (70) and (7i) as

Âi,t= = n, (n) Aô

and oto, = L, (n) Aô

(72)

(73)
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a¡d after substituting tl-rese

obtain the fo11o¡'ing:

T

^T-¿e0J
e

. 
F*

l{ith c (p) =

Ai into 15 7) r*'e
CIS

idro Az(p) A6

qso Ar (P) 
^ô

values of
^i. 

and
dS

r
{ [,-.,

rL-) x 2
-(r)' ao llqr

X l+qs' D+ À-Å
ûJ OTe'

1

I
J'o'o

=to 

{ ['-,'

I
_t

_l

P_
û)

e
I* 
lt*0, 

-

L
xAô

idroI
l

.F.'

Pv
(¡ ad.

e-x )-qs' .t*Pyt-dr t¡ "dr
e

P-¡
ú) ao

-x )+
cls - a, (n)

Tqr *!-x
ûJ OT

X)qs'

)
ao

,Ð
rf,LY¡, , /t.dr û.) dr

e

I iqro A1(i')

to 
{[-.'

K )+qs- Iu,,
(¡ or

n, (ir)
r+qr

P--¡ 2

ûl ao

(7 4)

(ss )

P-u 2

ûJ "ad
eX)qs'

equation (74) becomes (58):

lnl
r¿.LY
dr ûJ dr

e

iqro A1(r)

ATu = G(p) 
^ô
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APPENDIX C

EXPRESSION FOR GUv)

rn this appendix all quantities aïe expressed in per unit varues.
The foll0rr'ing ternis are usecr fo' convenience to express G(jv):

s = v,/o.l

R,-, = ::-- X + 1. X 
I

(¿qrqssqr

Rvs = tq, V sin 6o - ,2 xd, xqrt ,oro

_t)1
\c = tq' v cos 60 - .' *0, *or' ioso

xvs = xort v sin ôo * X.l, tort idro

XD = Xd, xd'^ - x^ð.2

Xr.'=X^^X t-* 2q qs qr "aq

RD = tdt 
t 

*0. u- t, xd,

xvc = xqt v cos ôo * xq, rqrt iqro

-t)--T
'nto = - lt. to, - s- xflnu,

INll = ft tdr xa, \c

IJ12 = ,2 Ro xu,

NIg = .t ,, XD xtc

-lt)-IPlo - - t [, to, - t' xl xr,,
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Prl = t ft tdr x¿, \c

PLz = t Ro \s

Pls = t ft xo Rvc

p15 = (tort v cos uo - ,t xq, xd, iqro) (", "q, - ,2 xo)

p16 = ,, "ort *0, (turt v sin ôo - ,t xd, xd, iaro)

)tt
Pr7 = s- RO (xu, v cos ôo * xq, td' iqro)

?trPlg = t- f, *Q (*0" V sin ô0 * Xdr td, i¿rO)

lat
slo = t *Q ("0" v cos ôg - t' xq, xd, iqro)

sr1 = , t, *Q (turt v sin ôo - ,2 xd, xd, i¿ro)

s13 = t tt tqt *0, (x¿r v sin ô0 * xd, "dr i¿ro)

HrO = tr2 "ort td, * ,r' "ort td" xd, xq, - ,' t, tdr xQ

HLz = t2 (trZ - ,2) *Q *o

s12='(trtqt -s *Q) (*¿, v cos ôo * xq, td" iqro)

Kro = ' t, tdt oQ * ' ", "ort RD

-? t x- x^ + s t2 |
Kll = s fr- ror ds a r tqt *0, *o

A1 = (x¿, - *qr) tor' idro

1-
A2 = t l-*or' (xas - *or) * *roltoro

. [s8]



Aq = P10 - Ott - rr, - Otg

A- = (X,^ - X--) r,- i. 5 ' ds "qs' ^dr tqsO

ll .l
A6 =' L*o' (x¿, - xqs) - xualliqro

A=Þ-P-P+Þ"7-'15-'16-'17 '18

AJ=Nlo=Nr1n^12*N13

Ag=S10-Stt*S12-Sra

Ag = Hlo - ,2 t, rort *o - ,' oQ oo - ,r'

Ato = Klo o *r, l rt oo *Q - r'*O *o

A,- = -r
l-l qr

Ar2 = t *ot

^_-^19 - 'dr

At+ -- r Xd,

The expression for G(jv) can be rvritten as

(Ar * j A) (As * j A¿) (As * j Ao)(Az o j As)
c(jv) = . (zs)

By employing the conventional rules of complex numbers, the expres-

sion for G(jv) can be rvritten as:

G(jv)=a(v)+jb(v)

lse l

(76)



But in the calculation of FUv), it is not necessary to convert

the expression for G(jv) to its simpler form as in (76). The form as

defined in (75) is used in the computer program. Note that the term

.u in the electric torque expression vanishes when all the other
e

quantities in that expression are expressed in per unit quantities.

Hence, G(jv) does not contain the term ,"
The transfer function c(jv) in Laplace transform notation for

the machine ALACN operated at Vrn = 1.0 p.u. and f, = 0.96 p.u.

(See Chapter IV, Section A) is

G(s) : {(-I.6024) (251.0 + 884.as) (9 .97 + 74,30s + I75.01s2 + I67.51s3

+ r2s .+ts47\ / t2.00 + L4 .43s + s2.92s2 * 28.61s3

' + 14. B4s4]

or G(s) : {-r.8r5 x ro-3¡s + 0,284)(s * 0.Js5)(s + 0.277)(s * 0.J61 +

j0.Bs4)(s * 0.s61 - j0.ss4)Ì / {(s + 0.373)(s * 0.282)

(s * 0.639 + j0.926)(s * 0.659 _ j0.926)j

where s is the Laplace variable.
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APPENDIX D

DIGITAT COT{PUTER PROGRA}{ USED TO

GENERATE DATA POINTS FOR TIiE

PLOT 0F F(jv)
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.'.' For each set of Machine Parameters at aMagnetic Flux Level:

0,30 Minutes CPU Time
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